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SOME ASPECTS OF ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY.

W. L. Goodwin, DS. C. (Edin.), School of Mining, Kingston.

In looking over the smaller text
books of chemistry one is struck
with the large amount of space de-
voted to the description of the ele--
ments and their compounds, and
the prominence of the atomic
theory in the presentation of the
subject. This is usually at the ex-
pense of the fundamental laws o'>f
chemistry and òf the very idea of
the chemical change. Dalton was
led to the chemical atomic theorv
by his discovery of the law of mul-
tiple proportions but nowadays
chemical students for the most
part discover the law of multiple
proportions by meatis of the
atomic theory ! It would seem
advisable to return to Dalton's
way. So persistently and, it would
seem, generally, is the cart put be-
fore the horse in this respect, that
it seems to be a not uncommon
belief among junior students that
if the atomic theory is rejected the
laws of combination go with it.
There would be a general smash !

It will be well to examine the
laws of combination from this
point of view, so as to reassure
ourselves. The law of Definite

Composition or Fixed Propor-
tions is a statement of the discov-
ery that any particular compound
is always composed of the same
elements in the same proportions.
Fr example. calcium carbonate is
never found to vary materiallv
fron the following composition:-
Calcium, 40 per cent.; carbon, 12
per cent.; oxygen. 48 per cent.
This is a deduction fron innumer-
able analyses and is evidently as
inlependent of the atonic or ai
oithcr theory, as observations, like
the ris;ng of the sun, or the melk-
ing point of ice. Hundreds of
thousands of distinct chemical
coinpounds are known, anil with-
out exception they have this con-
stancv of composition.* The law of
Mutiple Proportions was discov-
ered hv fm ~alton in 1802 1-\
investigation of olefiant gas and
niarsli ga.. t was obvious froma
the es.perarents which lie made
uîonu tiee. that the constituents
of both were carbon and hydrogen,
and nothing else. He found fur-
tier that, if we reckon the carbon
in cach the same, then carburettedl
hy drogen gas (marsh gas) contains

*rhis .statement does not cover isomorphous mixtures.


